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Preface

I

started my professional development career in 1999, when I first was paid a salary to be a
developer. (I don’t count the few years before that when I was just having fun playing around
on the Web.) In 1999 the Web was a scary place. HTML files were loaded down with font
and table tags. CSS was just coming on the scene. JavaScript1 was only a few years old, and a
battlefield of various implementations existed across the major browsers. Sure, you could write
some JavaScript to do something in one browser, but would it work in another browser? Probably not. Because of that, JavaScript got a bad name in the early 2000s.
In the middle of the 2000s two important things happened that helped improve JavaScript in
the eyes of web developers. The first was AJAX.2 AJAX enabled developers to make web pages
more interactive, and faster, by making remote calls back to the server in the background
without end users having to refresh their browsers.
The second was the popularity of JavaScript libraries, such as Prototype,3 that made writing
cross-browser JavaScript much simpler. You could use AJAX to make your applications more
responsive and easier to use and a library like Prototype to make sure it worked across major
browsers.
In 2010, and certainly in 2011, the Web started evolving into “single page” applications. These
applications were driven through the use of JavaScript frameworks, such as Backbone.js.4 These
frameworks allowed the use of an MVC5 design pattern using JavaScript. Whole applications
would be built in JavaScript and then downloaded and executed in the end user’s browser. This
all made for incredibly responsive and rich client-side applications.
On the developer’s side, however, things weren’t all roses. Although the frameworks and tools
made writing these sorts of applications easier, JavaScript itself proved to be the pain point.
JavaScript is at times both an incredibly powerful language and an incredibly frustrating one. It
is full of paradoxes and design traps that can quickly make your code unmanageable and bug
ridden.
So what were developers to do? They want to build these great new applications, but the only
universally accepted browser language is JavaScript. They could certainly write these applications in Flash,6 but that would require plug-ins, and it won’t work on some platforms, such as
iOS7 devices.
I first discovered CoffeeScript8 in October 2010. CoffeeScript promised to help tame
JavaScript and to expose the best parts of the quirky language that is JavaScript. It presented
a cleaner syntax, like forgoing most punctuation in favor of significant whitespace and protection from those design traps that awaited JavaScript developers at every turn, such as poor
scoping and misuse of the comparison operators. Best of all, it did all this while compiling to
standard JavaScript that could then be executed in any browser or other JavaScript runtime
environment.
When I first used CoffeeScript, the language was still very rough around the edges, even at
version 0.9.4. I used it on a project for a client to try it out to see whether it was worth the
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little bit of hype I was hearing. Unfortunately, at the time two things caused me to push it
aside. The first was that it was still not quite ready for prime time. There were too many bugs
and missing features.
The second reason why I didn’t use CoffeeScript was because the app I was trying it out on
wasn’t a very JavaScript-heavy application. I was mostly doing a few validation checks and an
occasional bit of AJAX, which Ruby on Rails9 helped me do with very little, if any, JavaScript
code.
So what made me come back to CoffeeScript? Some six months after I had tried out CoffeeScript for the first time, it was announced10 that Rails 3.1 would ship with CoffeeScript as the
default JavaScript engine. Like most developers I was taken aback by this. I had tried CoffeeScript and didn’t think it was that great. What were they thinking?
Unlike a lot of my fellow developers, I took the time to have another look at CoffeeScript. Six
months is a very long time in the development of any project. CoffeeScript had come a long,
long way. I decided to try it again, this time on an application that had some pretty heavy
JavaScript. Within a few days of using CoffeeScript again, I became not just a convert but an
advocate of the language.
I’m not going to tell you exactly what it was that converted me, or try to tell you why I love it.
I want you to form your own opinion. Over the course of this book I hope to both convert you
and make you an advocate of this wonderful little language for reasons that are all your own.
But I will give you a little sneak peak at what’s to come. Here’s a bit of CoffeeScript, from an
actual application, followed by its equivalent JavaScript. Enjoy!

Example: (source: sneak_peak.coffee)
@updateAvatars = ->
names = $('.avatar[data-name]').map -> $(this).data('name')
Utils.findAvatar(name) for name in $.unique(names)

Example: (source: sneak_peak.js)
(function() {
this.updateAvatars = function() {
var name, names, _i, _len, _ref, _results;
names = $('.avatar[data-name]').map(function() {
return $(this).data('name');
});
_ref = $.unique(names);
_results = [];
for (_i = 0, _len = _ref.length; _i < _len; _i++) {
name = _ref[_i];
_results.push(Utils.findAvatar(name));
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}
return _results;

};

}).call(this);

What Is CoffeeScript?
CoffeeScript is a language that compiles down to JavaScript. Not very informative, I know,
but it’s what it does. CoffeeScript was developed to closely resemble languages such as Ruby11
and Python.12 It was designed to help developers write their JavaScript more efficiently. By
removing unnecessary punctuation like braces, semicolons, and so on, and by using significant
whitespace to replace those characters, you can quickly focus on the code at hand—and not on
making sure you have all your curly braces closed.
Chances are you would write the following JavaScript like this:

Example: (source: punctuation.js)
(function() {
if (something === something_else) {
console.log('do something');
} else {
console.log('do something else');
}
}).call(this);

So why not write it like this:

Example: (source: punctuation.coffee)
if something is something_else
console.log 'do something'
else
console.log 'do something else'

CoffeeScript also gives you several shortcuts to write rather complicated sections of JavaScript
with just a short code snippet. Take, for example, this code that lets you loop through the
values in an array, without worrying about their indices:
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Example: (source: array.coffee)
for name in array
console.log name

Example: (source: array.js)
(function() {
var name, _i, _len;
for (_i = 0, _len = array.length; _i < _len; _i++) {
name = array[_i];
console.log(name);
}
}).call(this);

In addition to the sugary sweet syntax improvements CoffeeScript gives you, it also helps you
write better JavaScript code by doing things such as helping you scope your variables and
classes appropriately, making sure you use the appropriate comparison operators, and much
more, as you’ll see during the course of reading this book.
CoffeeScript, Ruby, and Python often get mentioned together in the same breath, and for good
reason. CoffeeScript was directly modeled on the terseness and the simple syntax that these
languages have to offer. Because of this, CoffeeScript has a much more modern “feel” than
JavaScript does, which was modeled on languages such as Java13 and C++.14 Like JavaScript,
CoffeeScript can be used in any programming environment. Whether you are writing your
application using Ruby, Python, PHP,15 Java, or .Net,16 it doesn’t matter. The compiled JavaScript will work with them all.
Because CoffeeScript compiles down to JavaScript, you can still use any and all of the JavaScript
libraries you currently use. You can use jQuery,17 Zepto,18 Backbone,19 Jasmine,20 and the like,
and they’ll all just work. You don’t hear that too often when talking about new languages.
This all sounds great, I hear you saying, but what are the downsides of using CoffeeScript over
just plain old JavaScript? This is a great question. The answer is, not much. First, although
CoffeeScript is a really nice way to write your JavaScript, it does not let you do anything you
couldn’t already do with JavaScript. I still can’t, for example, create a JavaScript version of
Ruby’s famous method_missing.21 The biggest downside would have to be that it’s another
language for you or the members of your team to learn. Fortunately, this is easily rectified. As
you’ll see, CoffeeScript is incredibly easy to learn.
Finally, should CoffeeScript, for whatever reason, not be right for you or your project, you
can take the generated JavaScript and work from there. So really, you have nothing to lose by
giving CoffeeScript a try in your next project, or even in your current project (CoffeeScript and
JavaScript play very well with each other).
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Who Is This Book For?
This book is for intermediate- to advanced-level JavaScript developers. There are several reasons
why I don’t think this book is good for those unfamiliar with JavaScript, or for those who only
have a passing acquaintance.
First, this book is not going to teach you about JavaScript. This is a book about CoffeeScript.
Along the way you are certainly going to learn a few bits and bobs about JavaScript (and
CoffeeScript has a knack for making you learn more about JavaScript), but we are not going to
start at the beginning of JavaScript and work our way up.

Example: What does this code do? (source: example.js)
(function() {
var array, index, _i, _len;
array = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10];
for (_i = 0, _len = array.length; _i < _len; _i++) {
index = array[_i];
console.log(index);
}
}).call(this);

If you don’t know what the preceding code example does, I recommend that you stop reading
here. Don’t worry, I really want you to come back and keep reading. I just think that you will
get the most out of this book if you already have a good understanding of JavaScript. I will
be covering certain basic areas of JavaScript as we go along, usually to help illustrate a point
or help you to better understand what CoffeeScript is doing. Despite covering certain areas of
JavaScript for clarity, it really is important that you have a fundamental grasp of JavaScript
before we continue. So please, go find a good book on JavaScript (there are plenty out there),
read it, and then join me along our journey to become CoffeeScript gurus.
For those of you who are already JavaScript rock stars, let’s step up your game. This book is
going to teach you how to write cleaner, more succinct, and better JavaScript using the sweet
sugary goodness that is CoffeeScript.

How to Read This Book
I have to tried to present the material in this book to help you form building blocks to learning
CoffeeScript. The chapters, in Part I, should be read in order because each chapter will build on
the concepts that we have learned in previous chapters—so please, no jumping around.
As we go through each chapter, you’ll notice a few things at work.
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First, whenever I introduce some outside library, idea, or concept, I include a footnote to a
website where you can learn further information about that subject. Although I would love to
be able to talk your ear off about things like Ruby, there is not enough space in this book to do
that. So if I mention something and you want to find out more about it before continuing, go
to the bookmarked site, quench your thirst for knowledge, and come back to the book.
Second, as we go through each chapter I will sometimes walk you through the wrong solution to a problem first. After you see the wrong way to do something, we can then examine it,
understand it, and then work out the correct solution to the problem at hand. A great example
of this is in Chapter 1, “Getting Started,” when we talk about the different ways to compile
your CoffeeScript to JavaScript.
At some points in the book you will come across something like this:

Tip Some helpful tip here.
These are little tips and tricks that I think might be of value to you.
Finally, throughout the book I will present you with two or three code blocks at a time. I will
first give you the CoffeeScript example followed by the compiled (JavaScript) version of the
same example. If there is any output from the example (and if I think it’s worth showing) I will
include the output from the example, as well. Here’s what that looks like:

Example: (source: example.coffee)
array = [1..10]
for index in array
console.log index

Example: (source: example.js)
(function() {
var array, index, _i, _len;
array = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10];
for (_i = 0, _len = array.length; _i < _len; _i++) {
index = array[_i];
console.log(index);
}
}).call(this);
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Output: (source: example.coffee)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sometimes there are errors that I want to show you. Here is an example:

Example: (source: oops.coffee)
array = [1..10]
oops! index in array
console.log index

Output: (source: oops.coffee)
Error: In content/preface/oops.coffee, Parse error on line 3: Unexpected 'UNARY'
at Object.parseError (/usr/local/lib/node_modules/coffee-script/lib/coffee-script/
➥parser.js:470:11)
at Object.parse (/usr/local/lib/node_modules/coffee-script/lib/coffee-script/
➥parser.js:546:22)
at /usr/local/lib/node_modules/coffee-script/lib/coffee-script/coffee-script.
➥js:40:22
at Object.run (/usr/local/lib/node_modules/coffee-script/lib/coffee-script/
➥coffee-script.js:68:34)
at /usr/local/lib/node_modules/coffee-script/lib/coffee-script/command.js:135:29
at /usr/local/lib/node_modules/coffee-script/lib/coffee-script/command.js:110:18
at [object Object].<anonymous> (fs.js:114:5)
at [object Object].emit (events.js:64:17)
at afterRead (fs.js:1081:12)
at Object.wrapper [as oncomplete] (fs.js:252:17)

How This Book Is Organized
In an effort to help you get the most from this book, I have split it into two distinct parts.
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Part I: Core CoffeeScript
The first part of this book is designed to cover the entire CoffeeScript language from top to
bottom. By the end of this part of the book, you should be fully armed to attack any CoffeeScript project that comes your way, including those in the second part of this book.
Chapter 1, “Getting Started,” introduces the various ways CoffeeScript can be compiled and
run. It also introduces the powerful coffee command-line utility and REPL that ships with
CoffeeScript.
In Chapter 2, “The Basics,” we start to explore what makes CoffeeScript different from
JavaScript. Talk of syntax, variables, scope, and more will lay a strong foundation for the rest
of the book.
Chapter 3, “Control Structures,” focuses on an important part of any language, control structures such as if and else. You will also learn the differences between some operators in
CoffeeScript and those in JavaScript.
Chapter 4, “Functions and Arguments,” covers the ins and outs of functions in CoffeeScript.
We’ll talk about defining functions, calling functions, and a few extras such as default arguments and splats.
From arrays to objects, Chapter 5, “Collections and Iterations,” shows you how to use, manipulate, and iterate over collection objects in CoffeeScript.
Chapter 6, “Classes,” ends the first part of the book by covering classes in CoffeeScript. Define
new classes, extend existing classes, override functions in super classes, and more.

Part II: CoffeeScript in Practice
The second part of this book focuses on using CoffeeScript in practical examples. Through
learning about some of the ecosystem that surrounds CoffeeScript, as well as building a full
application, by the end of Part II your CoffeeScript skills should be well honed.
Chapter 7, “Cake and Cakefiles,” covers the Cake tool that ships with CoffeeScript. You can
use this little tool for creating build scripts, test scripts, and more. We’ll cover all that it has to
offer.
Testing is a very important part of software development, and Chapter 8, “Testing with
Jasmine,” gives a quick tour through one of the more popular CoffeeScript/JavaScript testing
libraries, Jasmine. This chapter will exercise the popular pattern of test-driven development by
writing tests first for a calculator class.
Chapter 9, “Intro to Node.js,” is a quick introduction to the event-driven server-side framework, Node.js. In this chapter we will use CoffeeScript to build a simple HTTP server that will
automatically compile CoffeeScript files into JavaScript files as they are requested by the web
browser.

Preface

In Chapter 10, “Example: Todo List Part 1 (Server-side),” we will be building the server-side part
of a todo list application. Building on Chapter 9, we will build an API using the Express.js web
framework and the Mongoose ORM for MongoDB.
In Chapter 11, “Example: Todo List Part 2 (Client-side w/ jQuery),” we will build a client for
the todo list API we built in Chapter 10 using the popular jQuery libary.
Finally, in Chapter 12, “Example: Todo List Part 3 (Client-side w/ Backbone.js),” we will rebuild
the client for the todo list application, this time forsaking jQuery in favor of the client-side
framework, Backbone.js.

Installing CoffeeScript
I am not a big fan of having installation instructions in books, mostly because by the time
the book hits the shelf, the installation instructions are out of date. However, people—and by
people, I mean those who publish books—believe that there should be an installation section
for books. So this is mine.
Installing CoffeeScript is pretty easy. The easiest way to install it is to go to
http://www.coffeescript.org and look at the installation instructions there.
I believe the maintainers of projects like CoffeeScript and Node22 are the best people to keep
the installation instructions up to date for their projects, and their websites are a great place to
find those instructions.
At the time of writing, CoffeeScript was at version: 1.2.0. All examples in this book should work
on that version.

How to Run the Examples
You will be able to find and download all the original source code for this book at https://
github.com/markbates/Programming-In-CoffeeScript. As you’ll see, all the examples tell you
which example file to look to. The example files will be in a folder relevant to their respective
chapter.
Unless otherwise indicated, you should be able to run the examples in your terminal, like so:
> coffee example.coffee

So now that you know how to run the examples in this book, as soon as you have CoffeeScript
installed, why don’t you meet me at Chapter 1 and we can get started? See you there.
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4
Functions and Arguments
I

n this chapter we are going to look at one of the most essential parts of any language, the
function. Functions allow us to encapsulate reusable and discrete code blocks. Without functions our code would be one long, unreadable, and unmaintainable mess.
I wanted to give you an example of what JavaScript would look like if we were not able to
use or write functions, but I was unable to. Even the simplest example of taking a string and
making it lowercase requires the use of functions in JavaScript.
Because I can’t show you an example devoid of functions, I’ll show you an example of some
CoffeeScript code that could use the help of a function or two, so you can see how important
functions are to helping you keep your code manageable.

Example: (source: no_functions_example.coffee)
tax_rate = 0.0625
val = 100
console.log
tax = val *
total = val
console.log

"What is the total of $#{val} worth of shopping?"
tax_rate
+ tax
"The total is #{total}"

val = 200
console.log
tax = val *
total = val
console.log

"What is the total of $#{val} worth of shopping?"
tax_rate
+ tax
"The total is #{total}"
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Example: (source: no_functions_example.js)
(function() {
var tax, tax_rate, total, val;
tax_rate = 0.0625;
val = 100;
console.log("What is the total of $" + val + " worth of shopping?");
tax = val * tax_rate;
total = val + tax;
console.log("The total is " + total);
val = 200;
console.log("What is the total of $" + val + " worth of shopping?");
tax = val * tax_rate;
total = val + tax;
console.log("The total is " + total);
}).call(this);

Output: (source: no_functions_example.coffee)
What is the total of $100 worth of shopping?
The total is 106.25
What is the total of $200 worth of shopping?
The total is 212.5

In our example, we are calculating the total value of goods purchased in-state with certain sales
tax. Apart from the banality of the example, you can see that we are repeating our code to
calculate the total value with tax several times.
Let’s refactor our code a bit, add some functions, and try to clean it up.

Functions and Arguments

Example: (source: with_functions_example.coffee)
default_tax_rate = 0.0625
calculateTotal = (sub_total, rate = default_tax_rate) ->
tax = sub_total * rate
sub_total + tax
val = 100
console.log "What is the total of $#{val} worth of shopping?"
console.log "The total is #{calculateTotal(val)}"
val = 200
console.log "What is the total of $#{val} worth of shopping?"
console.log "The total is #{calculateTotal(val)}"

Example: (source: with_functions_example.js)
(function() {
var calculateTotal, default_tax_rate, val;
default_tax_rate = 0.0625;
calculateTotal = function(sub_total, rate) {
var tax;
if (rate == null) rate = default_tax_rate;
tax = sub_total * rate;
return sub_total + tax;
};
val = 100;
console.log("What is the total of $" + val + " worth of shopping?");
console.log("The total is " + (calculateTotal(val)));
val = 200;
console.log("What is the total of $" + val + " worth of shopping?");
console.log("The total is " + (calculateTotal(val)));
}).call(this);
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Output: (source: with_functions_example.coffee)
What is the total of $100 worth of shopping?
The total is 106.25
What is the total of $200 worth of shopping?
The total is 212.5

You probably don’t understand everything we just did there, but don’t worry, that’s what this
chapter is for. However, even without knowing the specifics of how functions are defined, and
work, in CoffeeScript, you can see how much cleaner our code is between the two examples.
In the refactored code, we are even able to pass in a different tax rate, should we need to. This
also helps us keep our code DRY1: Don’t Repeat Yourself. Not repeating your code makes for an
easier-to-manage code base with, hopefully, fewer bugs.

Function Basics
We’ll start with the very basics on how to define a function in CoffeeScript. The anatomy of a
very simple function looks like this:

Example: (source: simple_function.coffee)
myFunction = ()->
console.log "do some work here"
myFunction()

Example: (source: simple_function.js)
(function() {
var myFunction;
myFunction = function() {
return console.log("do some work here");
};
myFunction();
}).call(this);

In that example we gave the function a name, myFunction, and a code block to go with it.
The body of the function is the code that is indented below the ->, following the significant
whitespace rules we learned about in Chapter 2, “The Basics.”
The function does not accept any arguments. We know that by the empty parentheses prior to
the ->. When calling a function in CoffeeScript that has no arguments, we are required to use
parentheses, myFunction().

Function Basics

Because our function has no arguments, we can drop the parentheses entirely when defining it,
like so:

Example: (source: simple_function_no_parens.coffee)
myFunction = ->
console.log "do some work here"
myFunction()

Example: (source: simple_function_no_parens.js)
(function() {
var myFunction;
myFunction = function() {
return console.log("do some work here");
};
myFunction();
}).call(this);

There is one more way we can write this simple function. Because the body of our function is
on only one line, we can collapse the whole function definition to one, like this:

Example: (source: simple_function_one_line.coffee)
myFunction = -> console.log "do some work here"
myFunction()

Example: (source: simple_function_one_line.js)
(function() {
var myFunction;
myFunction = function() {
return console.log("do some work here");
};
myFunction();
}).call(this);

All three of the previous code examples produce the same JavaScript and are called in the
same way.
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Tip
Although you can write function definitions on one line, I prefer not to. Personally, I don’t find
it that much cleaner or easier to read. Also, by keeping the body of the function on a separate
line, you make it easier to later augment your function with more code.
You should also notice that the last line of each function contains a return keyword.
CoffeeScript adds this automatically for you. Whatever the last line of your function is, that will
be the function’s return value. This is similar to languages such as Ruby. Because CoffeeScript
will automatically add the return for you in the compiled JavaScript, the use of the return
keyword in your CoffeeScript is optional.

Tip
I find that adding the return keyword can sometimes help make the meaning of your code a
bit clearer. Use it where you find it will help make your code easier to read and understand.

Tip
If you want your functions to not return the last line of the function, you’ll have to explicitly give
it a new last line to return. Something like return null or return undefined will do the
trick nicely.

Arguments
Just like in JavaScript, functions in CoffeeScript can also take arguments. Arguments let us pass
objects into the function so that the function can then perform calculations, data manipulation, or whatever our little hearts desire.
In CoffeeScript, defining a function that takes arguments is not much different than in
JavaScript. Inside our parentheses we define a comma-separated list of the names of the arguments we want the function to accept.

Example: (source: function_with_args.coffee)
calculateTotal = (sub_total, rate) ->
tax = sub_total * rate
sub_total + tax
console.log calculateTotal(100, 0.0625)

Arguments

Example: (source: function_with_args.js)
(function() {
var calculateTotal;
calculateTotal = function(sub_total, rate) {
var tax;
tax = sub_total * rate;
return sub_total + tax;
};
console.log(calculateTotal(100, 0.0625));
}).call(this);

Output: (source: function_with_args.coffee)
106.25

As you can see in our example, we defined our function to take in two arguments and to do
some math with them to calculate a total value. When we called the function, we passed in the
two values we wanted it to use.
In Chapter 2 we discussed briefly the rules around parentheses in CoffeeScript. I want to reiterate one of those rules. Because our function takes arguments, we are allowed to omit the parentheses when calling the function. This means we could also write our example like this:

Example: (source: function_with_args_no_parens.coffee)
calculateTotal = (sub_total, rate) ->
tax = sub_total * rate
sub_total + tax
console.log calculateTotal 100, 0.0625

Example: (source: function_with_args_no_parens.js)
(function() {
var calculateTotal;
calculateTotal = function(sub_total, rate) {
var tax;
tax = sub_total * rate;
return sub_total + tax;
};
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console.log(calculateTotal(100, 0.0625));
}).call(this);

Output: (source: function_with_args_no_parens.coffee)
106.25

As you can see, CoffeeScript correctly compiled the JavaScript for us, putting those parentheses
back where they are needed.

Tip
The use of parentheses when calling functions is hotly contested in the CoffeeScript world.
Personally, I tend to use them. I think it helps make my code a bit more readable, and it cuts
down on potential bugs where parentheses were misplaced by the compiler. When in doubt,
use parentheses. You won’t regret it.

Default Arguments
In some languages, such as Ruby, it is possible to assign default values to arguments. This
means that if you do not pass in some arguments, for whatever reason, then reasonable default
values can be used in their place.
Let’s revisit our calculator example again. We’ll write it so that the tax rate is set to a default
value should one not be passed in:

Example: (source: default_args.coffee)
calculateTotal = (sub_total, rate = 0.05) ->
tax = sub_total * rate
sub_total + tax
console.log calculateTotal 100, 0.0625
console.log calculateTotal 100

Example: (source: default_args.js)
(function() {
var calculateTotal;
calculateTotal = function(sub_total, rate) {
var tax;

Default Arguments

if (rate == null) rate = 0.05;
tax = sub_total * rate;
return sub_total + tax;

};

console.log(calculateTotal(100, 0.0625));
console.log(calculateTotal(100));
}).call(this);

Output: (source: default_args.coffee)
106.25
105

When defining our function, we told CoffeeScript to set the default value of the tax_rate
argument equal to 0.05. When we first call the calculateTotal function, we pass in a tax_
rate argument of 0.0625; the second time we omit the tax_rate argument altogether, and
the code does the appropriate thing and uses 0.05 in its place.
We can take default arguments a step further and have them refer to other arguments. Consider
this example:

Example: (source: default_args_referring.coffee)
href = (text, url = text) ->
html = "<a href='#{url}'>#{text}</a>"
return html
console.log href("Click Here", "http://www.example.com")
console.log href("http://www.example.com")

Example: (source: default_args_referring.js)
(function() {
var href;
href = function(text, url) {
var html;
if (url == null) url = text;
html = "<a href='" + url + "'>" + text + "</a>";
return html;
};
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console.log(href("Click Here", "http://www.example.com"));
console.log(href("http://www.example.com"));
}).call(this);

Output: (source: default_args_referring.coffee)
<a href='http://www.example.com'>Click Here</a>
<a href='http://www.example.com'>http://www.example.com</a>

Should no one pass in the url argument in our example, we will set it equal to the text argument that was passed in.
It is also possible to use functions as default values in the argument list. Because the default
value will be called only if there is no argument passed in, there is no performance concern.

Example: (source: default_args_with_function.coffee)
defaultRate = -> 0.05
calculateTotal = (sub_total, rate = defaultRate()) ->
tax = sub_total * rate
sub_total + tax
console.log calculateTotal 100, 0.0625
console.log calculateTotal 100

Example: (source: default_args_with_function.js)
(function() {
var calculateTotal, defaultRate;
defaultRate = function() {
return 0.05;
};
calculateTotal = function(sub_total, rate) {
var tax;
if (rate == null) rate = defaultRate();
tax = sub_total * rate;
return sub_total + tax;
};

Splats...

console.log(calculateTotal(100, 0.0625));
console.log(calculateTotal(100));
}).call(this);

Output: (source: default_args_with_function.coffee)
106.25
105

Tip
When using default arguments it is important to note that they must be at the end of the argument list. It is okay to have multiple arguments with defaults, but they all must be at the end.

Splats...
Sometimes when developing a function, we are not sure just how many arguments we are
going to need. Sometimes we might get one argument; other times we might get a hundred. To
help us easily solve this problem, CoffeeScript gives us the option of using splats when defining
the argument list for a function. Splatted arguments are denoted by placing an ellipsis (...)
after the method definition.

Tip
A great way to remember how to use splats is to treat the ... suffix as if you were saying
etc... Not only is that easy to remember, but if you use etc... in your code, you’ll look cool.
When would you use splats? Splats can be used whenever your function will be taking in a variable number of arguments. Before we take a look at a detailed example, let’s look quickly at a
simple function that takes a splatted argument:

Example: (source: splats.coffee)
splatter = (etc...) ->
console.log "Length: #{etc.length}, Values: #{etc.join(', ')}"
splatter()
splatter("a", "b", "c")
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Example: (source: splats.js)
(function() {
var splatter,
__slice = Array.prototype.slice;
splatter = function() {
var etc;
etc = 1 <= arguments.length ? __slice.call(arguments, 0) : [];
return console.log("Length: " + etc.length + ", Values: " + (etc.join(', ')));
};
splatter();
splatter("a", "b", "c");
}).call(this);

Output: (source: splats.coffee)
Length: 0, Values:
Length: 3, Values: a, b, c

As you can see, whatever arguments we pass into our function automatically get put into an
array, and should we not send any arguments we get an empty array.

Tip
Splats are a great example of something that can be done in JavaScript but would require a lot
of boilerplate code to implement. Look at the JavaScript output of a CoffeeScript splatted argument and you’ll agree boilerplate code is no fun to write.
Unlike other languages that support a similar construct, CoffeeScript does not force you to
only use splats as the last argument in the argument list. In fact, splatted arguments can appear
anywhere in your argument list. A small caveat is that you can have only one splatted argument in the argument list.
To help illustrate how splats can be used in any part of the argument list, let’s write a method
that will take some arguments and spit out a string. When building this string, we make sure
that the first and last arguments are uppercased; any other arguments will be lowercased. Then
we’ll concatenate the string using forward slashes.

Splats...

Example: (source: splats_arg_join.coffee)
joinArgs = (first, middles..., last) ->
parts = []
if first?
parts.push first.toUpperCase()
for middle in middles
parts.push middle.toLowerCase()
if last?
parts.push last.toUpperCase()
parts.join('/')
console.log joinArgs("a")
console.log joinArgs("a", "b")
console.log joinArgs("a", "B", "C", "d")

Example: (source: splats_arg_join.js)
(function() {
var joinArgs,
__slice = Array.prototype.slice;
joinArgs = function() {
var first, last, middle, middles, parts, _i, _j, _len;
first = arguments[0], middles = 3 <= arguments.length ? __slice.call(arguments, 1,
➥_i = arguments.length - 1) : (_i = 1, []), last = arguments[_i++];
parts = [];
if (first != null) parts.push(first.toUpperCase());
for (_j = 0, _len = middles.length; _j < _len; _j++) {
middle = middles[_j];
parts.push(middle.toLowerCase());
}
if (last != null) parts.push(last.toUpperCase());
return parts.join('/');
};
console.log(joinArgs("a"));
console.log(joinArgs("a", "b"));
console.log(joinArgs("a", "B", "C", "d"));
}).call(this);
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Output: (source: splats_arg_join.coffee)
A
A/B
A/b/c/D

I admit that is a bit of a heavy example, but it illustrates how splats work. When we call the
joinArgs function, the first argument we pass into the function call gets assigned to the first
variable, the last argument we pass in gets assigned to the last variable, and if any other arguments are passed in between the first and the last arguments, those are put into an array and
assigned to the middles variable.

Tip
We could have written our function to just take a splatted argument and extract the first and
last elements from the middles array, but this function definition means we don’t have to write
all that code. Happy days.
Finally, when dealing with splats, you might have an array that you want passed in as individual arguments. That is possible.
Let’s take a quick look at an example:

Example: (source: splats_array.coffee)
splatter = (etc...) ->
console.log "Length: #{etc.length}, Values: #{etc.join(', ')}"
a = ["a", "b", "c"]
splatter(a)
splatter(a...)

Example: (source: splats_array.js)
(function() {
var a, splatter,
__slice = Array.prototype.slice;
splatter = function() {
var etc;
etc = 1 <= arguments.length ? __slice.call(arguments, 0) : [];
return console.log("Length: " + etc.length + ", Values: " + (etc.join(', ')));
};
a = ["a", "b", "c"];

Notes

splatter(a);
splatter.apply(null, a);
}).call(this);

Output: (source: splats_array.coffee)
Length: 1, Values: a,b,c
Length: 3, Values: a, b, c

Using our earlier splatter example, we can try first passing in an array, but as you can see,
the splatter function sees the array as a single argument, because that is what it is. However,
if we append ... to the array as we pass it into our function call, the CoffeeScript will split up
the array into separate arguments and pass them into the function.

Wrapping Up
There you have it—everything you’ve ever wanted to know about functions in CoffeeScript!
First we looked at how to define a simple function; in fact, we saw several ways to define a
function in CoffeeScript. We then took a look at how arguments to functions are defined and
how to call a function, including a recap of when and where you do and do not have to use
parentheses when calling a function. We also took a look at default arguments, one of my
favorite features of CoffeeScript.
Finally, we explored splats and how they help us write functions that take variable arguments.
With our nickel tour of functions and arguments over with, we can move on to the next stop,
Chapter 5, “Collections and Iterations.” So go grab a cold one, and we’ll meet there. Ready?

Notes
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DRY
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overriding, 142-145
prototype functions, 110, 150-151

Jasmine
“describe” block, writing, 175
installing, 172
matchers, defining, 187-190
setting up, 172-175
testing with, 175-176
beforeEach function, 181-187
unit testing, 176-181

overriding functions

JavaScript

new keyword, 124

Backbone, 255-256
todo model, writing, 256-259
todos, listing with a view,
263-265
Node.js, 193-194

Node.js, 193-194
app server
building, 199-213
testing, 214-215
Hello World program, 195-197

app server, building, 199-213

installing, 194-195

app server, testing, 214-215

streaming APIs, writing, 197-199

Hello World program, 195-197
installing, 194-195

NPM (Node Package Management), 193
Express, setting up, 218-222

streaming APIs, writing, 197-199
variables, declaring, 18-19
jQuery, adding to client-side todo list
application, 240-241

O
objects
attributes, retrieving, 101-103

keywords, var, 19

building, 96-101

L
listing existing todos in todo list
application, 247-248
literal strings, 25-28
long options, 163
loops
comprehensions, 116-118
do keyword, 119-120
for loops
by keyword, 106-107
when keyword, 107, 109-110
until loops, 114-115
while loops, 113-114

M-N

destructing assignment, 103-105
iterating, 108-113
operators
aliases, 46-47
@ alias, 51-52
and alias, 49-50
Boolean aliases, 50-51
not alias, 48-49
or alias, 49-50
arithmetic operators, 33-35
assignment operators, 35-39
comparison operators, 39-42
existential operator, 43-46
string operators, 42-43
options for Cake tasks, 163-167
or alias, 49-50

MongoDB, setting up, 222-225

output flag, 9

Mongoose, finding todos in todo list
application, 227-228

overriding functions, 142-145
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parentheses

P
parentheses, 16-17
comprehensions, 117
functions, calling, 72
print flag, 10
prototype function, 110
prototype functions, 150-151

Q-R

slicing arrays, 92-94
splats, 75-79
streaming APIs, writing with Node.js,
197-199
string interpolation, 23-25
string operators, 42-43
strings
heredocs, 28-29
literal strings, 25-28
switch case statements, 60-63

querying todo list application, 227-228

synchronous programming, 151

quitting REPL, 5

syntax
function keyword, 16
parentheses, 16-17

ranges, 90-96
reverse ranges, 91-92
regular expressions, extended regular
expressions, 31

ranges, 90
significant whitespace, 14-16

T

REPL, 3-5
\ (back slashes), 5
Node.js, 194

tasks
Cake

quitting, 5
replacing array values, 94-95
retrieving attributes from objects,
101-103
reverse ranges, 91-92
running Cake tasks, 163

invoking, 167-169
options, 163-167
running, 163
writing, 162-163
TDD (test-driven development), 171
terminating REPL, 5

S

testing
with Jasmine, 175-176

scope in classes, 127-137

beforeEach function, 181-187

servers (Node.js), creating, 195-197

matchers, defining, 187-190

server-side, building todo list
application, 217
setting up Jasmine, 172-175
short options, 163
significant whitespace, 14-16

TDD, 171
unit testing, 176-181
testing inclusion, Node.js app server,
214-215
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U

todo list application
Backbone
configuring, 256-259
todos, creating, 265-268
todos, listing with a view,
263-265
client-side
building, 237-252
exisiting todos, listing, 247-248

unit testing with Jasmine, 176-181
unless statement, 58-60
until loops, 114-115
updating
todo list application, 230-232
todos in client-side todo list
application, 248-251

form, creating, 242-247

V

jQuery, adding, 240-241
todos, deleting, 252

var keyword, 19

todos, updating, 248-251

variables, declaring

controller, cleaning up, 232-236

in CoffeeScript, 19-20

server-side

in JavaScript, 18-19

building, 217
todo API, writing, 225-226
todos
creating, 228-230
finding, 227-228

views
adding to todo list application,
268-273
models, deleting from (todo list
application), 273-274

updating, 230-232

W-X-Y-Z

views
adding, 268-273

watch flag, 10-11

deleting models from, 273-274

when keyword, 109-110

todo list application, building
Express, setting up, 218-222
MongoDB, setting up, 222-225
Twitter Bootstrap
todo list application
client-side, building, 237-240

while loops, 113-114
writing
Cake tasks, 162-163
“describe” block (Jasmine), 175
todo API, 225-226
todo model with Backbone,
256-259

